
Greetings Co-Chairs Lauzon and Merasty and fellow panel members. 
My name is Lana Lowe and I am a member and Head of the Lands Department for the 
Fort Nelson First Nation, 4 hrs north of here. 
I am pleased that I could attend in person on behalf of our Nation, at this session on 
Treaty 8 territory. 
Our Chief, Liz Logan, sends her regards. 

Today I am going to discuss some of the high level concerns Fort Nelson First Nation 
has with the current way the National Energy Board operates with emphasis on the 
way it conducts environmental assessments and indigenous engagement, and share 
with you some recommendations for positive change. 

I am happy to hear any questions you have for me after my presentation but I can’t 
promise to have answers for you here today. 

Those questions I can’t answer today I will get a response for you in our written 
submission comments by the March 31, 2017 deadline.  
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The identity of the FNFN is inseparable from this land. Many of our members still 
engage in practice of our Treaty rights through our traditional way of life on the land. 
This requires access to large areas of forest within which to conduct our seasonal 
rounds.

We Treaty people. Treaty No. 8 has for over a century affirmed our established 
Aboriginal Rights and Title to our lands and our Nation-to-Nation relationship to the 
federal Crown and confirms our mutual responsibility to protect our treaty lands and 
“mode of life” “for as long as the sun shines, the grass grows and the rivers flow.
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In recent years our members’ ability to meaningfully practice our rights have been 
constrained by increased industrial development, especially in the gas sector. 

The Horn River, Liard and Cordova gas basins in our territory have been promoted by 
the federal and territorial governments as the economic breadbasket for the future of 
this country, especially with the potential development of a  BC’s Liquefied Natural 
Gas export system. 

Forgotten in all this excitement, however, is that the upstream natural gas system 
uses up a large amount of land, clears a lot of forest, uses an immense amount of 
water, and leaves behind major scars on the landscape, wildlife and our people who 
rely on the land to continue to be who we are as Dene and Cree people. 

These changes are not properly assessed in the current environmental assessment 
system, either because most gas projects don’t even require an EA (they are 
considered “sub-threshold”), 

or because upstream effects of major projects are not comprehensively assessed. 

This leaves FNFN and the resources we rely upon in highly vulnerable state. 

This is the context within which NEB EAs have been conducted in FNFN territory.
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We have been involved in several NEB-run environmental assessments, including the 
Northwest Mainline, Komie North, and North Montney pipeline EAs and the Kitimat
LNG Export Licence.

Overall, our experience in those processes was extremely disappointing as those 
processes failed to protect the environment or our treaty rights. Our frustrating 
experience clearly indicates that the NEB system must be vastly improved to protect 
Aboriginal and treaty rights,  and the 2016 commitments of the new federal 
government . 
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Intimidation – our members are not comfortable presenting in the NEB’s highly 
formal and adversarial process, with several refusing to engage entirely due to the 
legalistic nature of the process.

Disrespect –the whole process of sending non-Indigenous, corporate scientists into 
our communities to collect TEK is disrespectful to our Elders and Land Users who are 
continuously having to prove what our Treaty already recognizes—that we are the 
Indigenous People of this Land. 

Disappointment – In both the Horn River Mainline and Komie North EAs, FNFN was 
disappointed that for all of the time and effort it undertook to participate in the NEB 
process, the multitude of issues we raised, the many different mitigations we 
proposed, and the outstanding potentially significant impacts and Treaty 
infringements we assessed, our inputs were effectively ignored by the NEB in its 
draft and final Environmental Screening Report and recommendations to the 
Ministers. 

For example, not a single one of our 44 mitigation and monitoring recommendations 
were adopted into Conditions by the NEB for the Northwest Mainline, even though 
the Board stated they would improve environmental management of the Project. In 
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addition, none of FNFN’s 19 specific gaps identified in the draft Environmental 
Screening Report (ESR) saw the NEB make any substantive changes before it issued its 
final report.

Abandonment – In prior NEB processes, we have not received adequate funding to 
engage in the EA process, we have not seen meaningful Crown consultation (let alone 
accommodation) at any point in the process, and we have seen the primary focus in 
NEB EAs be the words and promises of Proponents. There has been no Nation-to-
Nation level process set up, and no process set up to examine the many thousands of 
developments that will be induced by the pipeline projects the NEB assesses.

The overall impression the NEB EA process has left us with is that the Board is not 
designed to, or is not capable of or interested in, assessing or meaningfully avoiding 
or mitigating, impacts on Aboriginal rights, culture or traditional use

The remainder of my comments here will focus on two types of changes required 
specifically to modernize the NEB: first of all major structural changes; and 
secondly, incremental improvements to the EA process.
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The NEB currently has multiple mandates. In our experience, it is good at fulfilling 
some of these mandates, and very poor at others. 

In addition, some of these mandates put the Board at risk of being seen as in conflict 
of interest; these conflicts (real or perceived) are part of the NEBs lack of credibility

For example, modeling Canadian energy futures and sharing information about the 
wealth of gas fields, at the same time as claiming to be an impartial environmental 
assessor on gas projects, is a tough sell.

These mandates to be an energy information body AND an impact assessor are 
completely unrelated, and potentially conflicting. 

By wearing too many hats, the NEB currently is doing justice to none of them.
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On the other hand, the NEB has proven itself ill suited to the assessment of effects on 
the human environment and Aboriginal and treaty rights, two of the main pillars of 
Canadian environmental assessment, and should:

No longer conduct environmental assessments (the Canadian Environmental 
Assessment Agency should likely take over pipeline EAs);
No longer be the arbiter of what is in the Canadian “public interest” (this is the role of 
the federal Ministers, informed by meaningful Crown Consultation in a nation-to-
nation setting);
No longer have any role in assessing adequacy of Proponent or Crown consultation, 

Crown Reconciliation Unit when Crown Consultation with Indigenous groups is 
required. 

Instead, the NEB can play a role in federal EAs similar to that currently played by DFO, 
Transport Canada, and Environment Canada; the role of expert advice provider to the 
assessment body. 
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An independent, Reconciliation Unit should be in charge of Crown consultation from 
the pre-EA process forward. 

This Reconciliation Unit should have the option of recommending the 
Ministers refer a Project to an Independent Panel Review if it is deemed 
merited (for complex, large Projects) in the pre-Application process.

Should the NEB remain the lead assessment agency, add two new options to the NEB 
Act for the federal Ministers to consider when assessing the Board’s 
recommendations: 

Referral to an independent Panel Review; and
Adoption of the recommendation with additional Conditions set by the 
Ministers, after consultation with the Crown Reconciliation Unit.
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1. Should the NEB remain the lead assessment agency, it should convene expert 
panels with a maximum of one (and possibly no) Board member on them, similar to 
the CEAA Panel Review process, with experts in environmental assessment, the 
region in question, and traditional knowledge as sought after Panel members. These 
Panels would report directly to the federal Ministers.

2. Standing regional aboriginal advisory panels should be set up to inform the NEB 
process on issues related to adequacy of Traditional Knowledge, Traditional Land Use, 
cultural impact assessment, and Aboriginal rights impact assessment and 

3. communities should be provided capacity funding and training to conduct our own 
land use studies with Elders and land users. 

4. Increase the number of NEB members with aboriginal backgrounds and 
environmental assessment experience.

5. The federal government, utilizing available provisions in the Canadian 
Environmental Assessment Act, in concert with the NEB, provincial authorities and 
affected Aboriginal groups, should conduct regional strategic assessments of 
burgeoning gas basins in BC, including in FNFN territory (Liard, Horn River and 
Cordova jointly).
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Regardless of who is assessing them, pipeline projects subject to federal EA must be 
assessed with increased rigor and focus on the land, social and cultural impacts, and 
Aboriginal and Treaty rights. 

Based on our extensive first-hand experience with the NEB EA process, FNFN 
recommendations for improvements to federal EAs run by the NEB include:

Development of a properly resourced and staffed Crown Reconciliation Unit which 
works closely with affected First Nations from pre-EA throughout the assessment and 
Project life cycle, to properly assess, meaningfully consult on, and aggressively 
accommodate for, Aboriginal and Treaty rights infringements, in a parallel process to 
the EA process.

Among its responsibilities would be:
Determination of aboriginal groups to be engaged in the EA and how;
Scoping of information requirements for traditional knowledge incorporation, 
Aboriginal cultural, socio-economic, traditional use, and rights assessments 
for individual EAs;
Adequacy of Application materials related to these subjects;
Stopping the EA “clock” if information is not provided by a Proponent;
Adequacy of Proponent engagement with aboriginal groups;
Effects (and their significance) on Aboriginal culture, Traditional Use, and s.35 
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rights; and
Post-EA consultation and accommodation for aboriginal rights not subject to 
EA Conditions (with an additional report to the GIC on any required additional 
accommodation measures).
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Based on our extensive first-hand experience with the NEB EA process, FNFN 
recommendations for improvements to federal EAs run by the NEB include:

Remove the Board’s discretion of having occasional Conditions for indigenous 
engagement in life cycle monitoring and adaptive management, making these 
conditions standard in all but the rare situation where no indigenous group is seeking 
this role. First Nations stewardship is both a right and a responsibility, not a 
negotiable item for an EA body to “award”;

Building into the EA legislation explicit reference to equal weighting of traditional and 
western scientific knowledge;

Update hearings to be more inviting of Traditional Knowledge and its holders, 
including having community sessions and allowing parties to present rather than 
merely be cross-examined with questions explicitly designed to put their evidence in 
doubt; 

Upstream implications (currently artificially limited to GHG emissions during federal 
EA) must be expanded to include biophysical and human environmental effects of 
induced development in upstream gas basins. This should include requiring the use of 
futuring scenarios when new pipelines are likely to induce additional gas or oil well 
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field development;
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Based on our extensive first-hand experience with the NEB EA process, FNFN 
recommendations for improvements to federal EAs run by the NEB include:

Replacement of NEB’s current “public interest” mandate and its interpretation by the 
Board, with a “reconciliation heavy” mandate that recognizes the higher weight that 
must be given to protection of s.35 Constitution rights, and includes reference to 
impact equity and intergenerational equity; and

Changes to the NEB Act must include explicit reference to UNDRIP adherence 
requirements, and guidance developed in consultation with indigenous groups to 
determine the degree to which the Project and the EA process have met the 
Canadian federal commitment to UNDRIP and Free Prior Informed Consent of 
affected Indigenous groups.

Impact equity is the concept in environmental assessment that those people most 
likely to bear the brunt of adverse effects also have preferential access to benefits to 
offset these bad changes.

Intergenerational equity is the idea, central to our indigenous worldview and to 
UNDRIP, that planning must include conservation of resources for future generations 
to equally enjoy..
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All of our recommendations have one or more of these federal commitments at 
their heart.
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Legislation, policy and practice still must all be changed. 

Fundamentally, the NEB is ill suited to be an assessment body, given its many other 
roles. 

In addition, no matter who is conducting the EA, a separate Reconciliation Unit 
comprised of Canada and the affected First Nation, needs to play a critical role on 
consultation and accommodation. 

And, the forgotten, but most damaging aspect, of the gas and oil production system -
the upstream source of supply - needs to see proper environmental assessments of 
the many sub-threshold projects that are putting our lands and livelihoods at risk.

Fort Nelson First Nation wants to focus on solutions to these widespread problems. 
However, without a sea change in the Nation-to-Nation relationship between First 
Nations and the federal government, the fundamental changes required will not 
come to pass. 

I urge you to recommend to the federal government not incremental improvements 
but structural ones.
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Thank you to the panel for your consideration. 
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